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Game research in Artificial Intelligence is a common subject and has been the theme of
a wide range of academic works. In order to prove theoretical principals to defeat the
human chess champion many games were studied and many scientific approaches were
taken in the past. Poker started to appear as an interesting research subject for academic
work soon after the first online games gained a broader participation.
Poker agent development is a very challenging domain for using artificial intelligence
techniques adapted to a competitive environment with the elements of chance and hidden
information. This challenge has been met before with different techniques and different
results. A brief review of common approaches to poker play was undertaken together with
a deeper review on Case-Based Reasoning approaches.
This dissertation work seeks to provide a framework for agents with online Poker
playing capacity and case-based reasoning features. For this purpose PBot, a Poker Bot,
was developed and its implementation is documented.
The poker agent developed showed capable to play poker online and successfully used
case-based reasoning in its decision-making process. The agent developed presents an




A investigação da temática dos jogos na Inteligência Artificial é comum e tem dado
origem a um variado conjunto de trabalhos académicos. Com o objectivo de realizar a
prova de princípios teóricos até à vitória contra campeão de xadrez muitos jogos foram
estudados e variadas abordagens científicas foram tomados no passado. O Poker, por sua
vez, começou a aparecer como um assunto interessante para trabalhos académicos logo
que as primeiras salas de jogo online de poker ganharam uma audiência alargada.
O desenvolvimento de agentes de póquer é um domínio muito desafiante para utilizar
técnicas de inteligência artificial adaptadas a um ambiente competitivo com elementos
aleatórios e de informação oculta. Este desafio foi atingido anteriormente com diferentes
técnicas e diferentes resultados. Uma breve análise das várias abordagens ao póquer é
feita junto com uma análise mais aprofundada de abordagens de raciocínio baseado em
casos.
O trabalho desta dissertação procura providenciar uma estrutura de trabalho para agentes
com capacidade de jogar online e funcionalidades de raciocínio baseado em casos. Para
este propósito o PBot, um Poker Bot, foi desenvolvido e a sua implementação é documen-
tada.
O agente desenvolvido mostra capacidades de jogar online e utilizar com sucesso
raciocínio baseado em casos no seu processo de decisão. O agente desenvolvido expõe
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Poker is an interesting game because of the challenge it presents with its elements of
luck and hidden information. It may not be the game with the best reputation because
its association with money bets and fortune losses but that is only part of what the game
involves. Even without the money attraction, Poker is still a very attractive game because
of the mixture of luck and skill required to win.
Poker is a century old card game but only recently, in the last decades, its popularity
sky rocketed throughout the world. Poker popularity increase began in 1973 with the first
television broadcast World Series Of Poker (WSOP) tournament. Walter "Puggy" Pearson
won the 1973 tournament for a $130.000 prize. In the years after, the number of entrants
grew gradually from 6 in 1971, the first edition of WSOP, to 839 in 2003. In 2003 the first
WSOP winner that qualified from an online tournament won 2,5 million dollars after only
paying $39 to an online satellite tournament entrance. The idea of newcomer challenging
the best players to win the first prize gave poker and online poker another popularity
boost. In 2004 there were 2576 entrances competing for a $5,000,000 first prize.
For the academia, Poker was a subject of study early as the first studies of Game
Theory. Poker was used as a mean to prove a theory in game theory and not as the subject
of study itself. When Poker started to be played online the first attempts to apply Artificial
Intelligence ideas to an agent that could play were tested. The first bots were actually
made by poker players with programming knowledge and then only the first studies in the
academia produce his first’s autonomous players.
The challenge was set even before the academic studies were made, how to create a
poker player that could beat the stronger human opponents. To this day only part of this




The main motivation in a poker agent development is to know that, for more than one
decade, they have been developed without founding a definitive solution. In contrast to
other artificial intelligence games approaches like chess, poker is still an open problem.
The confrontation of man vs artificial intelligence is still won by man in almost all poker
game forms.
Another motivation for this dissertation is its theme being directly related to such
interesting game as poker. It’s played around world by millions of people and tournaments
with millions of dollars in prizes are annually held. Besides this, poker is a fun game of
chance and complex strategy.
1.2 Goals
This dissertation main goal is to contribute to the work of others in the agent poker de-
velopment since it’s not expectable that sole dissertation work can outperform the poker
agents that have been developed for years.
The principal goal of this dissertation can be set as to the lay of the groundwork to
a full-fledge poker agent. This dissertation work seeks to provide the first step into the
creation a winning poker agent by the pursuit three objectives:
• Related work review — Perform an analysis on common approaches to the poker
agent development and the implementations design using case-based reasoning.
• Online play capacity — Develop a poker agent capable of play online against hu-
man players.
• Case-Based Reasoning poker bot — Implement a case-based reasoning method-
ology process in the poker agent decision making.
1.3 Document structure
This document is divided in six chapters.
In the introductory chapter, the first, is described broadly the theme of the dissertation,
its motivations and goals, and is given an overview of the document.
The second chapter is a brief description of poker and its characteristics. A general
poker description is given as well the Texas Hold’em rules and a brief description of the
poker boom history.
The third chapter is a review of the state of art related to the creation of a Poker agent.




The assessment of the PBot achievements is done the fifth chapter.
Finally, in the last chapter, is exposed an appraisement of this thesis work and sugges-






Poker is a table card game played with an American deck of 52 cards in which the main
objective is to win chips against opponents. Poker can be played in the form of a Poker
Tournament or a Ring Game. Both types of poker playing have the same basic principal of
being played in successive independent iterations named Hands with the player keeping
his chips from the end of one Hand to the start of the next Hand.
A Poker Hand is a sequence of phases in which each phase consist of new cards being
dealt and a following betting round. The cards dealt can be player private (Hole Card) or
shared (Common Card). The betting round, like in other bet games, only ends when all
players even the higher bet amount in successive betting decisions.
The betting decisions consists essentially on choosing between leaving the hand action
(Fold) or continue playing committing (Bet) a variable amount of chips. All the commit-
ted chips are the prize to the Hand winner, which can be won by one player if all the
others players leave the hand action (Fold) or if the player has the strongest combination
of cards (Higher Hand Rank), between private and common cards, at the end of the Hand.
The main difference of a Poker Tournament to a Ring Game is the time when a player
can enter and leave the competition. In a Poker Tournament the player can only join
before the tournament starts and leave if he gets out of chips or has won the tournament.
In a Ring Game the poker player can enter or leave when he finds it more favourable, so
the overall strategy of a Poker player is different for both types of games.
2.1 Texas Hold’em
As Poker has evolved in time and because there are always different ways to play card
games a specific type has to be chosen and described to not leave room for confusion. The
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Figure 2.1: Poker variation schematization (taken from [Que])
variation choose in this dissertation is the Texas Hold’em. A schematization of relation-
ship between poker variations and Texas Hold’em can be consulted in the figure 2.1.
Texas Hold’em consists in four phased hand, Pre-Flop, Flop, Turn and River, with a
combination of two private cards (Hole Cards) and five common cards. In each hand there
is different dealer of the cards (Dealer) which distributes the cards in a clockwise order.
The order of the players to take a betting decision is also clockwise.
In the first phase, Pre-Flop, two cards (Hole Cards) are deal in secret to each player
in the Table. In this phase, there are two forced bets on the two players on the right of
the dealer, called the Blinds. The blinds are of a fixed value before each hand and usually
in Ring Games tables have a fixed blind value. The first player on the right of the Dealer
pays a Small Blind (half the value of the blind) and next player pays the Big Blind (whole
value of the blind). Then the player on the right of the Big Blind, makes his betting
decision, then the next and then the remaining, until the betting round is complete.
At the second phase, Flop, three common cards are dealt for everyone to see, and another
betting round begins starting with the player on the right of the dealer.
In the third phase, Turn, one common card is dealt and another betting round begins,
starting with the player on the right of the dealer.
In the fourth and last phase, River, one common card is dealt with another betting round.
In this round, if more than one player is still playing, they end the phase by showing to
everyone what they have in their private cards (Hole Cards). When the cards are revealed
it can be figured which player has the highest hand. In a case of tie, the pot (all the chips
bet) is split between the players.
A player hand is set by the highest card combination possible between the player
private cards and the five shared cards. The player can use both, one or none of his private
cards for this combination. The classification of hands is done firstly by the following
6
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Figure 2.2: Poker hands combination examples
card combinations. A enumeration and description is given bellow and image examples
of the same hands are given in the figure 2.2.
1. Straight Flush — Five card sequence of the same suit
2. Four of a Kind — Four cards of the same rank and one unrelated card
3. Full House — Two cards of the same rank and other three cards of the another
common rank
4. Flush — Five cards of the same suit
5. Straight — Five card sequence of different suits
6. Three of a kind — Three cards of the same rank and two unrelated cards
7. Two pair — Two cards of the same rank, two other cards of another rank and one
unrelated card
8. One pair — Two cards of the same rank and three unrelated cards
9. High card — The higher card and four unrelated cards
There is a possibility that more than player hold a combination of cards of the same
card combination but hands are untie by the cards rank value. First is taken into account
the cards rank value relevant to the card combination (e.g. the king in pair a one pair
card combination) and then, one by one, from the highest card to lowest, the unrelated
cards to the combination are compared. To exemplify this hand classification comparison
a hypothetical situation with three players is given.
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Figure 2.3: Poker showndown example
John, Sue and Bob are in the final phase, the river, and all they go to the shown down,
the moment when they show their private cards to evaluate go has the highest hand. John
holds a three and a four. Sue holds a queen and a seven. Bob has a queen and a ten.
The community cards are two queens, a jack, a six and a five. In the showdown all three
players make the best five card combination, so john ends with a hand being composed
of only community cards, two queens, a jack, a six and a five because his cards are lower.
Sue has the hand with three queens, a jack and seven. Bob hand is three queens, a jack
and a ten.
In the showdown, Bob is the winner. The hand of John is the lowest hand of three
with a pair of queens which is inferior to the combination three of a kind of Sue and Bob.
Both Sue and Bob have a three of a kind with the same card value, the queen so the other
cards are compared. The first higher unrelated card is the jack, but both hold it. The next
card of Sue is the seven and in Bob hand is the ten, and so makes bob the player with the
best hand. This example can be visualized in figure 2.3 and 2.4.
2.2 Bet Limits
As mention earlier after new cards being dealt the players do their betting in a new betting
round. Like in the generic structure of poker there are variations in the betting rules.
The three common betting rules are Fixed Limit, Pot Limit and No Limit. No Limit is
considered the most popular and the most played in online Poker sites. The Fixed Limit is
present almost always but in a small scale and Pot Limit as even less players. All this three
types of betting have in common the existence of the big blind and the small blind. The
Big Blind is the double of the Small Blind, and their value is fixed. In a Poker Tournament
the Blinds vary in time but in Ring Games they are commonly of fixed value per table. A
table with blinds bet is shown in figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.4: Poker showndown hands
2.2.1 Fixed Limit
The Fixed Limit betting structure is the more restrictive. It limits the bet amount and the
number of bets in each round. The bet amount is of fixed value, the Big Blind, meaning
that the only bet that a player can make is with the amount value of the Big Blind. The
number of bets to each player in every bet round is limited to four. This consist first of a
bet, secondly a raise, thirdly a re-raise, and lastly a cap, a final raise.
2.2.2 Pot Limit
Pot limit rules are more permissive than Fixe Limit but still more restrictive than No Limit.
In Pot Limit the bet value is limited with a minimum and maximum value. The minimum
bet value is as the same size of the Big Blind. The maximum bet size is the equivalent to
the size of the table pot. The number of bets isn’t limited.
2.2.3 No Limit
No Limit is the most popular betting structure and doesn’t have any limit in the bet values
or in the number of bets. The maximum that a player can bet is limited only by the player
own pot size. Because the player pot size can be inferior to bet he may want to call the
player can go All-In. All-in is in other words the calling of a bet with less chips he would
have by investing the player complete pot. The all-in move allows a player to stay in game
risking all his chips but with the possibility to increase his pot greatly. If the player wins,
he will not win all the pot but part of the pot relative to his bet amount.
No Limit is the most challenging betting rule because it permits a more diversified




Figure 2.5: A Poker table representation with the blinds bet
2.3 Basic strategy
David Sklansky wrote in his influential book ’The Theory of Poker’ that "In most games
the bets you save are as important as the bets you win, because your real goal is to max-
imize your wins and minimize your losses" [Skl04]. This is basic guidance of Poker
strategy, bet when you win and fold when you lose. Because Poker is a game with incom-
plete information and stochastic elements a player almost never will be know for sure if
he is going to win or lose previously. The only option that a player has is to unbalance to
his favour the odds of winning and losing. In other words, a player should seek with his
actions to increase the chance of profit and decrease the probability of losses.
In Poker, in similarity to other areas of life, the more a person believes that an invest-
ment is safe the more he increases his investment amount in order to benefit from greater
profits. In Poker the player investments are his bets and as such the player belief of return
of investment will show off most of the times in bets he commits to a hand. Because of
this any player can make simple assessments of the other players cards value, so when a
player raise (bet more than he is required) he is showing his belief that he has good cards.
By contrast, a player that fold or just check (continue in the hand without betting) the
player sends a message that he believe that his hand is weak.
Knowing this, many strategies can be derived but a basic strategy is described next. If
the player own hand strength is greater than the perceptible hand strength of the opponents
the player should bet to maximize profits and fold otherwise to save losses. The challenge,
off course, is the accuracy of the evaluation of the player own hand and of the opponents.
A known technique to exploit the incomplete information of the game is to bluff,
that is to say, make the opponent believe that he will lose even if he has better cards.
This is possible because the other players’ perception can be manipulated through betting
because a player can make the opponents believe that he has better cards than he really
have by betting more than he would normally do with the current cards. If the player
succeeds in the manipulation of the opponents’ perception he can therefore exploit them
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by winning hands with weaker hands, by betting high enough to force the other players to
fold.
A common topic in poker strategy and related to what is briefly discussed here is the
player position. The player position influences greatly in its decisions because of the
knowledge it can access in the time of his decisions. The first player to make a decision in
a betting round is the one with less accessible knowledge about the other player’s hands
because no one has expressed the trust in their cards by betting. In contrast, the last player
is the one with best position because it can make more assumptions about the opponent’s
cards since he already knows what they have bet. For this reason, the last position in a
betting round is considered the best.
To conclude this small assessment of Poker strategy, since Poker strategy is much
vaster topic, a player should seek to balance evaluations of his own hand against the
opponent’s hands with all available information to increase his winnings and restrain the
losses.
2.4 Playing Sites
Poker has grown from a friends’ card game to an international sport in the last forty years.
This transformed poker from a card game played locally somewhere between a friend
house, a saloon or a casino into international TV featured events with lots of money
involved. Firstly, and where it evolved, poker was only played with real cards around
some table with more formal rules, like in casinos, or more informal rules at someone
home. After the first television broadcasted poker tournaments the game increased greatly
in popularity but was still limited by the "physical world" rules that the later coming
Internet boom came to overcome. Poker rooms were hugely popular principally because
it provided a safe place to play, a place to find many opponents and rookie opponents for
experienced players to exploit.
With the advent of the Internet it was to be expected that soon or later someone would
start playing Poker online and they did. It’s reported that 1990’s Poker started to be played
in IRC networks and there appeared the first Poker bots [Pap98]. The Poker played in IRC
networks was essentially for fun and money games weren’t the rule. In January the first
of 1998 the first online game for money was played [Wik] at Planet Poker site. From that
on the Poker online player continues to grow until this day but an event catapulted online
poker popularity. In 2003 World Series Of Poker, the most important Poker tournament
of the time, was won by "Chris Moneymaker" the first player that qualified from an online
Poker room. He had won the tournament entrance by paying online $39 to another Poker
tournament whose prize was the tournament access while the normal entrance for WSOP
was $10000 [Pokb]. The WSOP biggest prize was won by Jamie Gold in 2006 which
totalled a 12 million prize, the biggest prize of a sports or television event. The sum of
11
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Figure 2.6: PartyPoker Poker revenues
all money prizes of WSOP main event totalled a also incredible 82,5 million dollars. The
huge money prizes and TV glamour came to aid poker popularity.
Online Poker sites soon after 2003 marking point became the first place for starters and
the place to game. The growth in users and revenues of online poker were hugely boosted
in 2004. In 2006 the online Poker players was estimated between from 14 to 23 million
players [WW07] and that such user base provided Poker sites an estimated revenue of
the $2,4 billion (10^9) in 2005 [Get]. The PartyPoker Poker revenues are shown as an
example of the industry growth in the figure 2.6(data from PartyPoker itself).
In a recent Portuguese news report [Ant10], in the SIC television channel, it was
reported that online poker sites estimated between 120 to 150 thousands of Portuguese
poker players. Around 50 Portuguese players are professional Poker players. Portuguese
poker players have also took follow the trend of the international growth of poker.
2.5 Conclusions
The description exposed in this chapter depicts the relevant poker involving characteris-
tics, from the basic structure of poker, with its elements of chance and hidden information,
to the growth in online poker play. Texas Hold’em, the most popular variation, and the
several betting rules associated are descript to allow a better comprehension of the intrin-
sic specificities of this variations. The basic strategy ground rules in poker play are set
to provide a starting point in evaluations taken on the next chapters. Also the description





In this chapter a review of computer poker is performed. Generic approaches to develop
a computer bot are described to provide a comprehension of some possibilities. Then a
brief analysis is done on online computer poker. This review will provide the knowledge
required to better understanding the options taken in the next chapter.
3.1 Approaches To Computer Poker
There are two types of developers in Poker Artificial Intelligence, academic researches
and hobbyists. Both types of developers have a different set of goals and produce and
publish different types of work. A hobbyist is usually after the challenge of wining money
with online Poker and an academic research is more oriented to solve the intellectual
challenge of Poker problems and this way improving artificial intelligence capabilities.
Besides their different goals, many things differs these two types of developers which
demonstrates in the work produce and published.
The homemade Poker bots are usually not very advanced and capable to defeat medium
human players. A hobbyist Poker bot can profit, because of play time rewards of some
online Poker sites, even with slow pacing loss they are considered good enough with that
rate of success. There is no scientific study so far about the prevalence of bots on Poker
sites and their capacity of playing so few considerations can be made about them. Now
that biggest Poker sites ban users that use bot software and it can be expected that the
number of Poker bots active in these sites is low. Also, reading the two biggest Poker
bots forums [Max] [Poka] there is not much to suspect that homemade Poker bots are
more evolved that academic ones. Many homemade Poker bots developers (or hobbyists)
actually based their bots on published academic research so they always follow behind.
It is important to notice too that homemade bot developers normally share the minimum
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amount of information possible in forums and don’t follow a tradition of disclosing dis-
coveries so reliable and good information is low.
A review is done on the principal approaches enumerated below and a special empha-
sis is give to the Case-Based Reasoning.
3.1.1 Rule-based
A common description by a Poker player about how he plays consists generally on sen-
tences like, "if I have a pair and the call is low, I call it". This description is a basic rule
to play and because it’s an intuitive approach Poker bot development has taken it before.
These rules try to describe situations and decisions to be taken in those situations. In the
past, in the first online games, there were rule based bots that actually were considered
good players [Pap98] for bots however these days they are considered not good play-
ers [dC09]. This deprecation comes essentially for two reasons, their predictability and
the inability to construct rules for covers the most situations possible.
The Poker complexity, calculated in the trillion cases [Bil06], the quantity of rules
need to them will surmount to the impossible for a human developer to write. Also there
is a problem of quality with the rules because its quality is limited by the poker player
that dictates them, in other words, only the best if the best Poker player could enumerate
all the possible situations and his best decisions the rules could do almost well as him.
The problem of the predictability is also insurmountable because the rules are static.
The problem with predictability is that gives away more information to a observing adver-
sary. If an opponent detects, and players usually seek that, a pattern he can exploit it to its
own advantage. The opponent can save losses by inferring that higher cards of the player
and manipulate his behavior in his own advantage. For example, a good player knowing
that a weak player always folds when the bet is greater than $20, will always place a bet
greater than $20 to win a pot.
3.1.2 Simulation
Enumerating previously all situations for Poker is an impracticable task. However, enu-
merating all the possible situations, in a given context, might be feasible. This is the
principal idea for a simulation approach to Poker playing, take a given game context and
evaluate all possible future situations involving the possible own player decisions, the
randomness of the cards dealt and the opponents decisions.
The Monte Carlo simulation provides way to effectively perform a simulation relying
on repeated computation and pseudo-random inputs. The simulation technique however
is not computation feasible with complete random inputs because of its huge computation
costs. To deal with this problem not relying pure random inputs are provided but biased
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Figure 3.1: Homemade Poker bot rules (taken from [Dev])
inputs. This approach has been proven useful in many other game agents [BPSS99] and
also in Poker [Pen99].
3.1.3 Game theory
The game theory study gave birth to one of most powerful tools in strategy analysis, Nash
Equilibrium and the Equilibrium strategies. The Nash Equilibrium consists in a situation
when all agents in a zero-sum competitive environment have no gain from changing their
strategy unilaterally. This idea has been used for many studies in economy, sociology and
politics between others. The Equilibrium strategy is an attempt to take advantage from
Nash Equilibrium abstraction to develop a strategy that can’t lose, at least it can tie. An
equilibrium strategy may not offer many gains at first sight but the strategy expects the
perfect opponent, it expects that the opponent make perfect decisions and since that is not
the case in Poker, every time an opponent doesn’t make the perfect decision the player
has an opportunity to improve his profits.
Poker complexity makes infeasible for in the coming times to encounter an equilib-
rium strategy, so simplifications are taken. This kind of simplification allowed UACPRG
(Univesity of Alberta Computer Poker Research Group) to developed strategies based
on Nash Equilibrium that are successful, in particular PsOpti bot series haven be proven
strong against very strong human opponents. Never the less, this success is limited to
Heads Up games (two player game) [BBD+03].
The main disadvantages to Equilibrium strategies are their predictability, their lack of
opponent exploiting and being non-adaptive. Because the strategy always expect a perfect
opponent even when there is a good opportunity to exploit an opponent weakness the bot
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player will not do so. The equilibrium strategy is even so a good strategy when leading
with unknown players because it allows detecting patterns in those players without losses.
This knowledge about the adversary can be used later to exploit. Notice that the exploit
strategy is not an equilibrium strategy.
3.1.4 Adaptive strategies
Because of the highly dynamic nature of poker strategies they have to be constantly eval-
uated and adapted. A good Poker player has to able detect the opponents play patterns
to take advantage of this information to improve his profits. The adaptation capacity of
human and computer poker players rely essentially on the modelling of the opponent’s
choices and decision patterns.
Opponent Modelling can be used as add-on to any approach to improve the quality of
agent play. Opponent Modelling has been used to improve the play of Simulation based
Poker agents, Equilibrium Strategies (making the agent diverge the equilibrium strategy)
and Adaptive Imperfect Information Game-Tree Search [Bil06].
Another adaptive strategising that goes beyond opponent modelling is through past
decisions evaluation. Statics tables or past cases and be adjusted to reflect the evaluation
of a past decision so it can improve the successfulness of the decision mechanism.
3.1.5 Case-based Reasoning
Case-based reasoning, a methodology for solving problems by utilizing previous experi-
ences [MDS00], has been used in a variety of games. The Case-based Reasoning method-
ology has been used successfully to play in Othelo, Checkers, Real-Time Strategy com-
puter games [SA09] [AMP05] and Poker [SR05] [ST06] [RW07].
Case-Based Reasoning is a methodology to use past solutions to solve new ones. It can
be described as cycle ( 3.2) as new solutions are solved are introduced in the past solutions
archive. Case-Based Reasoning can be described in a four step process [dMMB+05]:
• Recall — Given a current situation, or new case, a search is performed on the past
cases solutions, or case base, for similar cases.
• Reuse — Analysing the past cases with the current situation a new solution to the
current case can be created.
• Revise — The new solution is evaluated for it success.
• Retain — If the new solution is considered good and relevant (not very similar to
present solutions) it is stored in the case base.
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Figure 3.2: Case-Based Reasoning cycle. Taken from [dMMB+05].
The use of Case-Based Reasoning implies making two assumptions: similar cases
have similar solutions and new solutions can be inferred from similar cases. These as-
sumptions are also the crucial steps in CBR: the similarity comparison between cases and
the search of similar cases, and also the adaptation of past solutions to produce a feasible
new solution.
Three works using CBR were identified using poker as the main application. Two
poker bots used a CBR methodology and a third work used CBR for opponent mod-
elling. The CBR study for opponent modelling discussed the proposed approach of CBR
against long-term statistical methods and came to conclusion that CBR was more unreli-
able [SR05]. It was discussed a modification in the CBR specification used to solve this
problem but no future work encountered.
Three poker bots were identified that used Case-Based Reasoning at their core: Casey,
Casper and Sartre. Both Casey and CASPER used similar methods in their implementa-
tion of CBR for Texas Hold’em Fixed Limit for full table’s games. Sartre was design only
for Heads-Up (two players) games.
Casey demonstrated that case-based Poker agent was capable of playing on par against
four rule-based opponents but not a winner against more opponents [ST06]. Casey con-
structed its case base playing against RuleBot in Poker Academy in tables of 4, 6 and 8
players. Because it started with an empty case base it had a default playing method in it.
This default mechanism, in this case, was to play randomly. Casey played evenly in the
4 player tables but lose in the 6 and 8 tables. Case-Based Reasoning did not yet proved
to be able to play Poker at its fullest since full tables of nine or ten players are the most
challenging ones.
CASPER [RW07], CASe-based Poker playER, which was developed after Casey used
a slightly different approach. On contrary to Casey, CASPER, did not have strategies pro-
grammed into its case definition and did not started with an empty case-base. CASPER
constructed its case base from PokiBot and SlimBot recorded games played in Poker
Academy. Both PokiBot and SimBot have been proven to profit against human compe-
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tition in the past [Dav02] and can be considered medium level players. CASPER was
capable to play evenly in nine players table against the several bots in Poker Academy,
namely PokiBot, SlimBot and JuggBot (tight rule based). It was argued that CASPER
could perform well against humans and it was tested in play money games on the Inter-
net against unknown human opponents and CASPER showed itself to be well profitable.
CASPER was tested too with real money but it showed himself not to be competitive
enough, losing money even if slowly.
Sartre [RW09b], Similarity Assessment Reasoning for Texas hold’em via Recall of
Experience, is a recent work having the first related publication in 2009. Similar to Casey
and Casper, Sartre plays the Fixed Limit variation of Texas Hold’em. Sartre case-base
is generated by analysing the game logs of AAAI Computer Poker Competition previous
to 2009. It uses the game information that involves Hyperborean-eq bot which was the
winner in 2008. Likely to Casper it was expected that Sartre would perform as well as
Hyperboren-eq that document tests reveal that it performed worse. In 2009 Sartre already
participated in the AAAI Computer Poker Competition finishing in the 7th place of 13
participants [oA].
3.2 Online Poker
The most useful Poker room for Poker Bot research is the online world. The Internet
provides a great intercommunication channel that allows a huge number of people to play
poker against each other. The same channel of communication allows too that bots play
against humans and against themselves too. An analyses of where poker it’s played online
is done in the next sections.
3.2.1 IRC games
The first mentioned online Poker games appeared in the IRC networks [Pap98]. Poker
was played by user around the world with simpler IRC clients or with graphical interfaces
that were developed [Mau]. It was always played for fun and not money but it different
players even strong ones. There are still IRC poker games being played but the number of
active players has been reduce to none relevant considering the players on online Poker
sites. The message of currently active IRC network can be seen in figure 3.3.
3.2.2 Online Poker Sites
With the growing of Internet Poker users in late 90’s soon someone realized the com-
mercial potential in it. In January first of 1998 the first online poker money game was
dealt [Wik]. Planet Poker marked an industry first, it was the first online Poker room
with real money being played. From some years it showed a sustainable growth without
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Figure 3.3: An active IRC Poker network greeting message
competition. Today the market of online poker sites is different and more competitive
one.
According to [Par] the five Poker sites with bigger user market share are:
• PokerStars — 37%
• Full Tilt Poker — 16%
• iPoker Network — 9% (Not actually a site but a group of sites with different fron-
tends )
• PartyPoker — 8%
• Ongame Network — 5% (A group of sites as well)
All this Poker sites as well others less popular share a common user base estimated in
14 to 23 million [WW07] players. Such large user base means equivalent huge revenue
for poker sites estimated in the billions (American billions) of dollars.
All the main sites provide a gaming environment through specific software provide by
them. In the case of gamming networks the same of very similar software is used. This
software usually provide an interface with a room selection, the lobby, where the player
can select between different types of poker variations, different amount of blinds between
real money and play money and even between ring games or tournaments. A example of
a poker room selection is given in figure 3.4.
3.2.3 PokerTH
PokerTH is a recent open source project created in 2006 for poker play. Even if it is not
a commercial poker site software it can be consider so as the software and online playing
feature are similar to common poker site software.
PokerTh software runs on Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X and GNU/Linux which is
makes it probably the most inter-operative poker software. Poker TH provides a simple
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Figure 3.4: Full Tilt Poker lobby
interface and functionalities to play Texas Hold’em No Limit in a tournament fashion
but restricted to a single table of 10 players. Texas Hold’em can be played solo against
simple bots or in network. It can be automatically connected to server where games are
continually run between human players using PokerTH. According to official site [Pokc]
statistics the last 12 months had an average of 250 players online playing with PokerTH
which makes it a interesting option too.
3.3 Conclusions
The continued study of poker agent building in the academia and outside of it has give
birth to different approaches to computer poker reasoning. Common approaches usually
rely on the simpler poker variations because of the huge strategy complexity in the most
elaborated poker variations. Even so, poker bots are proving to be able to compete against
medium level players in the most complex poker variations.
The use of case-based reasoning in academic works resulted into three successful
bots. All these three works rely in the simpler form of betting that is Fixed Limit. One
bot, Casper, was able to be a winning player with human opponents for play money in
online play and the latest developed bot achieve a good result in the AAAI Computer
Poker Competition. Previous poker bots implementations using a case-based reasoning
approach allows a good expectation on the research of a Texas Hold’em No Limit playing
bot.
An analysis was performed on where the online poker players gather so the online play
capacity can be developed. The focus of the online play capacity development chosen is
the online poker sites (which includes PokerTH).




PBot: A Case-Based Resoning Poker
Bot
PBot, an abbreviation of Poker Bot, is the implementation result of this thesis work and
is described throughout this chapter.
PBot has two objectives: to play against human players online in order to challenge
the huge amount of human players online and to use a case-based reasoning methodology
in the reasoning process. The specific object of concern in the online play feature has been
defined as the online poker sites software (including PokerTH). The case-based reasoning
method principal ideas have also been explained previously.
A concern and objective took in this agent implementation was to limit the less possi-
ble future modifications and improvements as this agent seeks to provide the ground work
for a later better playing agent.
In the following sections the developed online play capacity and the reasoning process
based on CBR is described. First it is described the obtained solution architecture that
groups the overall poker agent.
4.1 Solution Architecture
The solution architecture, although it is described first, is also a consequence of the later
described decisions. It is explained here to allow a more complete comprehension of the
solution obtained.
The interaction with PokerTH and the generic online poker sites, to comply with the
objective to play online against other poker players, is performed through the use of Open-
Holdem. The reasons for this use are described in the section dedicated to online play.
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Figure 4.1: PBot architecture
PBot reason engine, following the method of case-based reasoning, is implemented
through a TCP/IP server that provides poker gaming decisions in response to requests
received with game situations or cases.
A lousily coupled integration between the online play capacity and the reason engine
is chosen because it makes possible later use of different interaction mechanisms with
players. This lousy coupled integration also permits that the development or modifica-
tions can be performed without the whole solution modification. This fact is especially
relevant because OpenHoldem and PostGreSQL are provided by a third party. This type
of integration allows a more independent development to third party restrains and an eas-
ier upgrade to newer versions.
This decision imposed the need to develop a protocol suitable for the purpose and is
described later.
Figure 4.1 is exposes a schematic representation of the solution organization. Open-
Holdem which interacts with poker sites software provides the online playing capacity to
PBot. The poker agent reasoning using a case-based reasoning (CBR) methodology is
performed by PBot while using PostGreSQL.
Portrayed the whole solution organization the online play feature and the PBot reason
engine are described.
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4.2 Online play
The online play feature is the capacity to interact with other players through third party
software. These third party software have been decided to be poker sites software.
The software interaction with the poker sites software presents itself a problem as this
type of software are solely design with an interaction concern with human counterparts.
As such, this type of software doesn’t make available any type of third party software
interaction leaving only the option of emulate human input and perception.
The human input is received by the poker site software through keyboard and mouse
data passed by the operating system. This information channel seems capable of being
intercepted and manipulated because is directly manipulated by the operating system.
The operating system used in the development was Microsoft Windows and since
most poker site software is only available for Windows no other operating system was
even considered.
The Windows API provides a mechanism to programmatically control the global key-
board and mouse input so the question about emulating the user input can be easily solved
through Windows API functions invocation. The remaining problem is how to express
poker decisions through an emulated user input. In order to this remaining problem to be
solved the human perception emulation problem has to be addressed.
4.2.1 Perception emulation
Poker site software is based on image representation of the game table, cards and other
players’ presence and actions. The input controls are contained in areas like buttons and
text boxes. Because computer analysis is more demanding in resources, technology and
advanced methods and also more propitious to errors it was not the first choice and other
techniques were tested.
A common information acquisition technique from other process in Windows is through
Windows API functions that provide functions that allow the retrieve of some informa-
tion contained in Interface Controls provide by the Windows API. An Interface Control is
a commonly used Interface object in Windows applications and some examples are text
boxes, buttons, menus, scroll bars, dialog windows and other easily recognizable interface
elements for a Windows user. Special interface controls can be developed but the com-
mon approach in Windows development is to use the controls provided by Windows. This
permits exhibiting a recognizable interface for the user and saving developing resources.
A basic tool is provide by Microsoft allows to manually analyse the information that
can be extracted through this technique is Microsoft Spy++. This program was tested
with some poker site software and proved useless because the software did not expose
that information, the software do not use the Windows provided interface controls.
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Figure 4.2: PokerTH interface, an example of standard poker site software interface
Another technique evaluated was Windows Inter-Process Communication (IPC) mes-
sage interception, a common technique in debugging, which permits reliable information
to be intercepted and processed. If the poker software utilized Windows IPC it would
become possible to develop mechanisms to process that information and make it useful to
PBot. This technique was test and proved not useful too.
There were reports, on some web sites, that Windows API hooking was successful to
gather information out of some poker sites and it was tested too. Windows API hooking
consists on intercepting Windows API function invocation by replacing the functions of
the API with the desired functions. This method allows to collect data but also to ma-
nipulate it. In this case the data manipulation wasn’t the objective but rather the data
collection. In this case, the program WinAPIOverride32, which facilitates Windows API
hooking, was used to evaluate the technique. There was some data of the poker software
visible with Windows API hooking but no useful data was found.
Lastly image processing approach was taken. Because of the complexity of develop-
ing from zero an image processing engine some trials were done with OCR tools. This
was experimented because all poker software utilized exhibits a textual description of the
current game. This method could be prove useful if it could be used to get an accurate and
on time text of the text log because it would allow to know the state of the game. OCR
tools don’t provide a complete accurate text extraction but the text to be processed was in
plain computer type fonts so the accuracy was expected to be high. Even if the accuracy
wasn’t high enough several images with the same image could be processed so a more
accurate text was available for processing.
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Figure 4.3: Example of a log text box and below the text extracted by the OCR
Only two OCR tools were considered available for test, Tesseract OCR and a Mi-
crosoft Office Component Object Model (COM) that provided OCR functionalities. The
Microsoft Office COM was generally considered of superior quality so it was chosen for
test. The text extraction showed a good accuracy level (e.g. figure 4.3) but the technique
exposed two problems. The first problem was the processing time. Both OCR tools only
accepted images in a specific type so image conversion had to be employed and even a
single image processing time was big enough to dismantle ideas of processing the same
image more than once to improve the accuracy of the text obtained. The second problem
detected was the possibility rapid updates in the text logs that could lead the information
be lost resulting in a bot without accurate state information.
The only viable option available was to process image but in more efficient and simple
methods. OpenHoldem offered just that, a more efficient, reliable and adaptable image
processing tool for poker software. The use and explanation of the OpenHoldem is ex-
plained in the next section.
4.2.2 OpenHoldem
OpenHoldem described in official web site "an open source screen scraping framework
and programmable logic engine for the online Texas Holdem poker game" [Ope].
OpenHoldem does not implement a powerful enough programmable logic engine for
a case-based reasoning bot but provides three useful features:
• An adaptable mechanism to percept poker software information (through image pro-
cessing mainly)
• Functionality expansion through user crafted Dynamic-Link Lybraries
• An engine to express poker decisions to poker site software (named Autoplayer)
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Figure 4.4: OpenScrape main window with several fields defined
The above elicited functionalities provide the needed perception and input emulation
and because of the functionality expansion allow a decision process to be transferred from
the OpenHoldem to PBot decision engine.
The mechanism that implements the perception mechanism, usually named table scrap-
ing, does so following user defined rules in a file. This file, named table map, is specif-
ically defined to each poker software interface and has to be updated on every interface
modification. Although this limitation this parameter driven engine is powerful enough
to read most of the current poker sites software. Besides allowing the table scrap of the
poker software the table map also define the user input methods necessary for the user
input emulation.
The table map is created manually with the OpenScrape tool that is provide with Open-
Holdem. With this tool the user can define areas of the poker table so the image acquisition
can be easily processed and user emulated input can be generated.
The table map has two types of fields, information acquisition fields and input emula-
tion fields. The input fields delimit the areas by its poker decision purpose and how that
specific purpose can be expressed, through mouse click areas or keyboard input text fields.
The information acquisition fields define what information to gather from a specific area
of the image and how to process the image to retrieve the information.
The information acquisition (relative to image processing or not) can retrieve the fol-
lowing information from the poker site software:
• Number of chairs — The amount of chairs present in the table
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• Pot size — Chip amount of the whole pot (chips that can be won in the current
hand).
• Community Cards — The five community cards of the Flop, Turn and River.
• Hand Number — The number identification of current hand.
• Last Hand Number — The number identification of last hand played in the current
table.
• Betting rule — The Texas Hold’em betting rule used in the current game table.
• Small Blind Value — The value of the small blind of the current game table.
• Big Blind Value — The big blind of the small blind of the current game table.
• Players Names — The name of each opponent player.
• Players Pot — The pot size of each opponent player.
• Players exposed cards — The cards revealed by other players (in the showdown or
all-in).
• Players seated — Determine which game tables seats are occupied by opponent
players.
• Players in game — Determine which players are currently in game (that did not
fold).
• Own player cards — Identify which cards belong to the user.
• Own player pot — Identify the pot that corresponds to the user.
• Action buttons — Detecting the presence of Fold/Check/Call/Raise/All-in buttons
and Swag (bet amount) controls.
The information that can be retrieved can be predefined in the table map (e.g. the
number of table chairs), obtained through table window title parsing (e.g. the blinds values
are usually present in the windows title) or though image processing. Most information
retrieve relies on image processing.
The image processing fields can be of the following types: colour, text, image or
colour hash. The colour fields perform a simple colour value comparison by comparing
the current colour average value of the pixels in the area with a value present in the table
map. This value comparison allow to extract information like the presence of seated
player and if hasn’t fold yet.
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Figure 4.5: Colour hash graphical editor
The text field provide a simple OCR functionality and it’s used to extract information
only presented in text like the players names, their pot size and bet values. The text extrac-
tion is limited and only handles well monospaced fonts but it can extract the most relevant
information like pot size. The text extraction relies on data comparison of the current im-
age with the data of manually identified characters. To a complete text extraction all the
characters possible to be exhibit (upper and lower case) have be manually captured and
identified.
The image filed allows information extraction by image comparison. OpenHoldem
compares the currently captured image to a set of images stored in the table map and
returns the name of image. This image comparison can be used to identify the cards
displayed by capturing all image cards and then by correctly place image fields.
Colour hash field resembles to the image field but instead of a complete image com-
parison a hash is used. The hash receives as parameters the colour values of selected
pixels and compares it to a set of predefined values in the table map. The pixels used in
hash are user predefined relative to the field area in the table map. An example of user
defined pixels can be seen in the figure 4.5. This field, like the image field, is also used to
determine the card exhibit. To this mean all cards images and later semi-automatic hash
values have to be calculated.
As can be comprehensible from the description of the table map fields the creation of
a single table map requires quite some work and in the event of a poker sites interface
modification the table map has to be updated. Because the work required table map
sharing is not common.
Two table maps were created, one for PokerTH and other second for a commercial
poker site.
The PokerTH table map has 114 defined fields, the 52 cards images and their hash
values and 148 characters data. The information captured by OpenHoldem using the
created table map is represented in the figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: OpenHoldem capturing PokerTH table info
With the information capture and input methods defined the OpenHoldem library to
provide a decision process transfer to PBot had to be developed. This library is named
User DLL as is defined by OpenHoldem documentation.
4.2.3 User DLL
OpenHoldem programmable logic engine is suitable for rule based poker agents but not
for a case-based reasoning one. Taking advantage of the functionality provide by Open-
Holdem, specifically the information acquisition mechanism and the Autoplayer feature,
requires too that the decision process is transferred to another software. In this case the
software that will hold the decision process is the PBot server.
The OpenHoldem Autoplayer feature, which is the mechanism in charge of making
the betting decisions, relies on OpenHoldem symbols values to decide which action to
take. The OH Symbols which control the decision of OH AutoPlayer are f$alli, f$swag,
f$rais and f$call. These symbols’ values are determined by the OH script language. The
Autoplayer executes the bot action according to the following rules which are evaluated
from top down:
• All-In — If f$alli symbol evaluates to non zero and the all-in control is available an
All-In is perform
• Raise — If f$swag is non zero and the swag control is available or if f$rais is non
zero and the raise control is available a raise is perform
• Call — If f$call is non zero and the call control is available perform a call
• Check — If the check control is available perform a check
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• Fold — If no other action was taken fold
In order to manipulate the OH AutoPlayer decisions the values of f$alli, f$swag, f$rais
and f$call symbols have to be controlled by PBot. These symbols can be controlled from
the User DLL if the OH script (the logic rules with defines the symbols values) loaded
assign DLL defined symbols to those symbols.
The User DLL defines four symbols so that in order to control the Autoplayer feature.
The OH Script only references the DLL symbols and does not have any other logic in
it. The DLL symbols available to the OH Script are the strictly need, dll$alli, dll$swag,
dll$rais and dll$call.
Although the OpenHoldem DLL interface is not very suitable to a case-based reason-
ing poker bot it was possible to adjust it to the purpose. The only DLL interface call,
which masks varied functionalities, is the following:
p r o c e s s _ m e s s a g e ( c o n s t char∗ pmessage , c o n s t vo id ∗ param )
This interface call masks several functionalities. A description of the relevant func-
tionalities and arguments is given below.
• state — In each cycle of the table scrap OpenHoldem will send the current game
stat to the DLL. The game state is provided in the param argument which will hold
a C memory pointer to the structure representing that state (holdem_state).
• query — The query message is the message sent to the User DLL when OpenHol-
dem tries to determine the symbols value with a "dll$" prefix (e.g. dll$alli). The
User DLL should respond rapidly to such query as the OpenHoldem main thread is
a waiting state.
• pfgws — pfgws message provides in the param argument the pointer to an inter-
nal OpenHoldem function. This function makes permits the User DLL to retrieve
internal OpenHoldem symbols.
The data and interaction with the OpenHoldem is not very suitable for a PBot interac-
tion because it lacks some event functionality and other information reporting. The User
DLL development encountered two main problems, the data provided with the game data
information was not enough and the dll$ symbol invocation did not coincide with the
PBot decision timings causing unnecessary calls.
The main game state information provided by OpenHoldem is provided with the struc-
ture holdem_state. This structure is shown in the figure 4.7. The game state information
does not provide information on what data was modified since the last call. As such the
structure has to be analysed for changes to be able to react on those modifications so it
can provide usable information to PBot.
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Figure 4.7: struct holdem_state
OpenHoldem, by its query message, query the dll$ symbols in every scrap cycle and
not only the Autoplayer need to play so the query message itself could not be considered
a signalling for PBot decision and this presented another challenge.
The need to determine the correct decision moment is required by the case-based
reasoning because it relies on case information, or in other words, on the game state, pre-
sented at the decision time. The correct decisions moment identification was achieved
through the evaluation of the holdem_state structure and the query of OH internal sym-
bols.
The necessary game state information, or case information, is also obtain by hol-
dem_state data monitoring and internal OH symbols querying.
The User DLL was modelled to easy the development and maintenance of the code
while obeying to its purpose to transfer to the PBot server the decision taking. The User
DLL was then divided in three classes and the DLL interface handling.
The three classes developed are CClient, PBot and Bot. The Bot class intermediate the
OH DLL interface handling and the PBot interface. It handles the information monitoring
and rearranging to a PBot suitable form and controlling game states do correcly identify
the poker decisions moments.
The PBot class provides the PBot reason engine functionalities. This class is respon-
sible for argument marshalling and response unmarshalling and to detect communication
errors. This is the class that implements the communication protocol of the PBot server.
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Figure 4.8: PBot core schematic organization
The CClient class is the class for establishing the communication TCP/IP channel used
by PBot class.
4.3 PBot reason engine
PBot reason engine is available through a TCP/IP connection through typical server-client
request-response communication architecture. The PBot TCP/IP server can work with
simultaneous clients permitting several poker games being played with the reason logic
and case base.
The PBot reason engine being implemented in a TCP/IP server allows that different
clients can access the reason engine. This is useful as the reason engine is not dependent
on the interaction mechanism with poker sites software and can be used to implement the
reason engine to different poker software besides poker sites software.
PBot server and reason engine is built in C# language for .Net 2.0 Framework. The
language of choice was C# because of the easy in development and debugging provide by
the language and the .Net tools like Microsoft Visual Studio. The PBot reason engine is
portrayed in the figure 4.8.
The server and the communication protocol are described in the next section. The
reason engine is exposed after.
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4.3.1 Communication
The PBot communication is handled by the Server class. The communication handling
includes parsing and validation of the messages received, invocation of the proper PBot.cs
methods and sending a message with the method result. The Server is capable of multiple
clients handling by the instantiation of different PBot objects. The protocol used is of
binary byte protocol developed from scratch.
The PBot protocol is a simple message protocol. It was developed with a more utilitar-
ian goal to the development than with a goal of channel efficiency or other communication
channel optimizations. The efficiency of the protocol was not a concern because it’s ex-
pected that the client and the server run on the same machine or at least in the same LAN.
The communication is designed to be Client-Server and Request-Answer type of com-
munication meaning that the server is passive and only reacts to issues sent by the client.
The client is responsible for issuing requests correctly to ensure a proper response and
only if client provides the server with the correct information the reason engine can pro-
vide the correct decision.
The PBot protocol is also developed to allow being easily extensible so it’s a not a
restrictive protocol in the information and functionally present at the current time. Each
message is only restricted, even if easily modifiable, by its maximum size, being that
value currently 2046 bytes. The maximum size of the raw message size is actually 4096
bytes but the message has to be escaped to prevent that reserved bytes are used in the
message payload, the 2046 bytes is the safe maximum size. The three reserved bytes are
the message start byte, 0xFF, the message end byte, 0xFE, and the escape byte, 0xFD.
The implemented protocol messages are enumerated bellow:
• HELLO — Handshake message for protocol implementation versions control.
• SETTABLEINFO — Allows various types of table information to be defined.
(Not currently used in the reason process.) The available information setting mes-
sages are TABLENAME, OWNPLAYERNAME, PLAYERNAME, GAMETYPE,
SMALLBLIND, BIGBLING and RAKE.
• NEGATIVEACK — Negative acknowledgement. A negative response to a request.
Sent in the case of a communication or method invocation error.
• POSITIVEACK — Positive acknowledgement. Informs the correct execution of a
method.
• DEBUGMSG — Debug messaging. Allows the client to send any string to be
logged in the server.
• HANDACTION — Message related to poker game events (message subtypes de-
scribed below)
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• STARTHAND — Message go signal the start of a hand.
• SETHANDPHASE — Message to set the current hand phase (Pre-Flop, Flop, Turn
or Rive).
• ENDHAND — Message go signal the end of a hand.
• FLOPCARDS — Message to send the flops cards information. (Not currently used
in the reason process).
• TURNCARD — Message to send the turn card information. (Not currently used in
the reason process.)
• RIVERCARD — Message to send the river card information. (Not currently used
in the reason process.)
• SETCF — Message to send the common fields of the case information.
• SETHANDRANK — Message to send the current hand rank value.
• HANDWON — Signaling message of a won hand.
• HANDLOST — Signaling message of a lost hand.
• GETBOTACTION — Message that requests a bot decision based on the current
game state information.
• BOTACTION — Message sent by the server informing the poker decision.
4.3.2 PBot
The PBot is the class that keeps the information about the game state, provide methods for
the bot to play Poker and the mechanisms related to case-based reasoning. PBot In order
to deal with Poker information the Poker environment was modelled into the C# classes,
structures and enumerations. Not everything Poker related was modelled but the required
abstraction for PBot to be able to play Texas Hold’em No Limit games was achieved.
The PBot provides essentially the following methods to client:
• SetPBDBConfig() — Allows the definition of the database used, permitting for
different databases to be used for each case.
• SetTableName() — Method to allow the storage of the information related to the
table
• SetTableGame() — Method to define the type of game. Extension meant for later
specification of other variations of Texas Hold’em like Pot Limit and Fixed Limit.
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• StartNewHand() — Method to inform PBot that a new hand has started. Useful for
hand phase control and memory structures clean.
• SetHandPhase() — Method to define the various hand phases of a hand. It’s re-
quired that PBot knows the correct hand phase so it can correctly access the data
structures related to that hand phase.
• EndCurrentHand() — Method to signal PBot the end of the hand phase. When
this happens a case is usually stored.
• HandWon() — Method to inform PBot that a hand was won so it can evaluate its
decision.
• HandLost() — Method to inform PBot that a hand was lost so it can evaluate its
decision.
• SetCF() — SetCF stands for Set Common Fields. This method provides PBot the
common information required to the case reasoning.
• SetHandRank() — Method to set the hand rank value of the current hand.
• GetBotAction() — Method to request PBot a decision on the current hand. This
decision can be Fold, Check or Bet. If Bet is the choice the bet amount is also
provided.
Initially other methods were used but with the transition the change to a TCP/IP architec-
ture they became obsolete.
The crucial method is the GetBotAction() which performs at request the decision on
the best action based on the current state information that hold by PBot and its case base.
The information need is provide by SetCF() and SetHandRank() methods. Because this
method information is relative to the hand phase the proper hand phase has to be set by
the client too. Another case relevant method is HandWon() and HandLost() because this
method allow a basic outcome evaluation of the PBot decision that is relevant for the case
information.
In a case-based reasoning process the generic steps taken are retrieve, reuse, revise and
retain. The retrieve and reuse steps are taken in GetBotAction() because it’s the method
that collects pasts cases the reuses that information to construct a solution to the new case.
Revise is performed in HandWon() and HandLost() methods as this methods are the eval-
uators of the case reuse. The retain of the new case is performed when EndCurrentHand()
is invoked.
In the next sections each CBR step will be explained in more detail but first the case
information is explained.
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In case-based reasoning the definition of the fields comprising the case is crucial. The
fields of a case need to represent, with varying degree of accuracy, the situations that the
reasoning is intend to solve. A central decision in the case specification is the choice
of the fields that form the case index. The case index is the central point of the case
specification because the index is the information that pre-defines the outcome of the
case. The index isn’t required to be completely accurate but allow a good degree of case
outcome prediction because it will be used for case similarity comparison.
The PBot case information intends to reflect the information of a Texas Hold’em hand
but this information it’s not concentrate in the same case but divided in four different
types. The four different types of cases are Pre-Flop, Flop, Turn and River and there isn’t
information sharing between them. This division is intended to reflect the hand phase the
differences in play and to allow different information to be store for each phase. A case
that would hold the complete information of a hand was possible but two reasons favoured
the separation. First the case would hold much more information and the processing of
each case would require much more resources. Secondly most of the cases would waste
memory space because the number of Pre-Flop phases that a player participates is far
greater than the number of River phases he plays.
The table 4.2 shows the fields information that the different cases holds. All the
four types of cases share these fields being the only difference in HandRank calculation.
This case representation is similar to the previous approaches with the main difference
being in NeedToCall and Bet fields. This difference comes from the bet limit that the
previous approaches were focused on being different from PBot, Casey and CASPER
were developed for Fixed Limit rules.
The HandRank regarding the Pre-Flop gives a numeric classification to the hole cards
strength, and the Flop, Turn and River, HandRank gives a classification to the hand
strength (the five card combination between the private and common cards). The Pre-
Flop HandRank value is calculated by a fixed classification of 169 distinct hand types
possible, 13 paired hands, 78 suited hands and 78 unsuited hands. This classification of
hands can be consult in the appendix B.
The fields NeedToCall and Bet are always relative because the amount involved. The
fields are defined this way to allow the reuse of cases even between pots of different
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Table 4.2: Case fields
Field Description
SubCaseID ID that identifies a case
NumPlayers Number of players that started the
current hand phase (2-10)
RelativePosition Relative position of PBot to the
dealer position (0-1)
PlayersInAction Number of players, that at PBot
play turn, did not fold (2-10)
PlayersToAct Number of players that still need to
make the bet decision (0-10)
NeedToCall Relative amount need to make a
Call. (Pot amount/Call amount)
HandRank Hand rank
CInd Caculated index (0-1)
Action Fold/Check/Call/Raise
Bet Relative amount bet. (Pot amount/-
Call amount)
Outcome Evaluation of outcome of the action
taken (0-1)
volume. This can be counter-productive since human players usually change of behaviour
according to pot size but makes possible for case reuse in more situations and for the bot
develop prevalent game style that if works with higher pots will probably work with lower
pots. Defining the values relatively also reflects a common approach for the risk/reward
assessment by human poker players. The human player normally weights the risk and the
amount he can lose against the possibility and the amount he can win.
The value NeedToCall is pre-determined but the Bet value reflects the relative value
that was bet by the Bot in the case.
As can be observed not all fields are of the same type. Some fields represent infor-
mation known at the time PBot is request a decision and other fields are determined after.
There is also CInd and SubCaseID which are auxiliary values. The field NeedToCall is a
information known but the Bet field is a decision of PBot. Action is other value of PBot
decision. On other hand Outcome is a field of new case evaluation.
The outcome value is meant to provide an evaluation of the decision taken (Action
and Bet). This field can hold a negative evaluation of decisions that result in losses or a
positive evaluation a winning decision. This feedback field allows that a bad decision to
be avoid in following cases and a good decision to be repeated.
CInd is the case index field. CInd it’s only a calculated value to ease case comparison
and recall and its formula can be changed when ever required. The only requirement for a
formula update is the actualization of all store cases CInd value to be according to the new
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Table 4.3: A simplified example of case recall
SELECT CAST( abs("CInd"-0.225) as real) as "Delta", "RelativePosition",
"Action", "NeedToCall", "Bet","Outcome","HandRank" FROM "CasePreFlop"
WHERE abs("CInd"-0.225)<=0.25 ORDER BY "Delta" LIMIT 10
Delta RelativePosition Action NeedToCall Bet Outcome HandRank
0.004093 0.333333 k 0 0 0 31
0.007249 0.8 c 0.166667 0.166667 0 4
0.04926 0.6 c 0.666667 0.666667 0 28
0.092554 0.666667 c 0.666667 0.666667 1 34
0.153698 1 c 0.285714 0.285714 0 29
0.171696 0.166667 c 0.111111 0.111111 0 80
0.180572 0.166667 c 0.428571 0.428571 0 82
0.216272 0.7 c 0.222222 0.222222 0 60
0.217801 0.333333 k 0 0 0 81
formula. The formula 4.1 represents the current CInd calculation. CInd takes the value of
two records that are considered the basic predictors by Poker players of a player capacity
of winning a hand, the cards he holds and the position in the hand. This mathematical
assessment of that judgement was determined by an empiric assessment of importance of
each factor to wining a hand.
CInd = 0.25∗RelativePosition+0.75∗ (HandRank/169) (4.1)
4.3.4 Case Recall
The case recall can be processing bottleneck operation because with it faces the possibility
of searching between thousands of cases to encounter the similar cases to a current case.
This fact was a contributing factor to DataBase Management System to be used and the
CInd field to be present in the case information.
DBMS already are designed to deal with huge data providing at the same time tools
to search and store information efficiently. DMS developed because of need to search
records in the fastest way possible search algorithms and indexes to aid the search. The
search optimizations of PostgreSQL and the addition of the CInd field offered a good
opportunity for the case storage of thousands of cases without a severe setback in perfor-
mance.
A Case recall is then executed by a SQL search. An example of an case recall is
showed in table 4.3.
4.3.5 Case Reuse
With the data of the cases recall the new case solution has to be obtained. In PBot the
reasoning or case reuse is performed by determining a probability variable from the past
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Figure 4.9: The processing code of the cases
cases and then randomly choosing an action with the probability variable. The probabil-
ity variable and the random choice provide a tool of past case with a limited degree of
unpredictability that is desired in a poker player. The case probability variable is foldF
which stand for Fold Factor.
In each decision PBot has two options fold, leaving the hand action and not risk losses,
or bet, commit a chip amount to the amount and risk losses and profits. Because Check,
Call and All-In are just a Bet call with different bet amounts this actions are considered
part of the Bet. PBot has then only two options, fold or bet. FoldF variable reflects this
dichotomy by representing the fold probability based on the past cases.
FoldF value is calculated by iterating through each of the cases recalled. Each case has
a Delta value associated that it’s a numeric difference between the case and the present
case. Considering that each case has an action record which represent the action taken
and the outcome record that holds the success of the action a case is consider to reinforce
the fold decision if it was a fold decision or if the decision was a bet and the outcome was
negative. The fold probability is reinforced each time by 1-Delta and restrained by Delta
value. The final foldF value is the average of all values.
The bet decision is considered the opposite of the fold decision, the bet probability is
evolves inversely of the fold probability. The bet amount, if a bet is chosen, is the value
of the average of successful bets taken.
The figure 4.9 illustrates the code that determines the value of foldF.
PBot case database starts empty and because of that in the beginning there will be
no cases to reuse. After some hands played PBot may not find cases similar to the case
of a present situation so it has to have a fallback mechanism. This fallback mechanism
consists in accessing the hand rank and evaluating if it is in the 30% higher hands. If the
hand is in those hands PBot does the minimum call and fold otherwise.
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4.3.6 Case Revise
When PBot takes a decision, due the nature of incomplete information of Poker and its
random elements, it cannot determine if the decision is good. To PBot evaluate its decision
it has to wait to determine if it should had taken a different decision or made a good
choice. Due to the difficulty of evaluating a Poker decision in the online Poker context,
the positive or negative evaluation, when a bet is made, is performed by observed if the
bot has won or lost the hand. In the case that fold was taken it’s just considered not a
bad because it’s ever more difficult to the evaluation. This is a simple method and not
completely reliable because the fold decision could mean a loss in profit and a bet could
have been higher increasing the profits. This evaluation is taken since reinforcing profit
and restraining losses is considered useful.
Future work should reflect on case revise as a better case evaluation can provide a
great impact on the poker play. This off course would also impact in the case reuse as the
outcome factor would be take into account.
4.3.7 Case store
When a hand is ended, being PBot informed by EndCurrentHand() method, PBot checks
if the case information is filled. If the case information was filled in the correct time the
case index is determined and the case information is store the correct table.
The PBot client has to ensure that the correct information was fed to PBot and that the
invocation of the EndCurrentHand() to provoke the storage of the new cases. If this is not
obeyed the case information can be lost of if incorrectly information is sent to PBot it can
undermine future PBot decisions.
4.4 Conclusions
In the previous chapters an explanation of the main constrains, requirements and options
to the poker agent developed was given. In this chapter the consequent work performed
is describe.
One of main challenges of a poker agent capable of playing against human players
online is the requirement of interaction with poker sites software. The resolution of this
difficulty is exposed and the use of OpenHoldem is explained by its capacities. The
utilization of OpenHoldem is not very suitable for a case-based reasoning poker agent
and these limitations are overcome through the development of a Dynamic-Link Library.
PBot is separated in two parts, the communication and the reason engine. The commu-
nication through a TCP/IP server provides PBot a multiple client capability and permits a
future expansion to other software interactions besides OpenHoldem.
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PBot reasoning engine, which relies on a case-based reasoning methodology, is pre-
sented and the relevant implementation choices exposed. Case recall and case retain de-
veloped is performed through the use a database system namely PostGreSQL for the po-
tential efficiency possible by its search and index optimizations. Case reuse and case
specification give a greater emphasis to the card ranks hold by the player and his position.
The reason for this decision is the previously described impact on the hands outcome of
the cards value and the player position in the game table.
The implementation work performed results in a poker agent capable of interacting
with OpenHoldem and an agent that uses the case-based reasoning methodology in its
decision process.
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In this chapter the various objectives of PBot are tested and documented. The complete
test of a Poker bot is difficult because of the chance elements in Poker and the opponent’s
great influence in his results. This fact demands that a huge number of hands to be played
to constrain the influence of chance over the bot play quality analyses. Testing the Poker
bot against different types of players is also required to take into consideration the results
according to the opponents faced.
Firstly the OpenHoldem capacity to extract information and interact with Poker soft-
ware is evaluated. Secondly the integration of OpenHoldem and PostgreSQL with PBot
is taken into account. Finally the capacity of poker play by PBot is reviewed.
5.1 Table Scrap
For PBot to contest against Human players OpenHoldem, it’s Input/Output mechanism
has to be able to successfully interact with Poker software. Two table maps were devel-
oped and tested, one for PokerTH software and other for NoiQPoker Poker site software.
The successful capture of the PokerTH has been exemplified in the figure 4.6. The
OpenHoldem table scrap of NoiQPoker is exhibited in the figure 5.1 showing the original
image and information extracted visible in the OH interface.
The information that OpenHoldem can successfully read from these two poker tables
is:
• Pot size — The amount in chips of the whole pot.
• Community Cards — All the five community cards are correctly identified.
• Hand Number — The number identification of current hand (only present in NoiQPoker).
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Figure 5.1: OpenHoldem information capture along NoiQPoker table image
• Last Hand Number — The number identification of last hand (only present in
NoiQPoker).
• Betting rule — The No Limit type of betting rules is identified (pre-define value in
the table map).
• Small Blind Value — The small blind value is correctly obtained (not by image
processing but through window title parsing).
• Big Blind Value — The big blind value is correctly obtained (not by image pro-
cessing but through window title parsing).
• Players Names — The name of opponent players is perfectly obtained in PokerTH
but with less acuracy in NoiQPoker.
• Players Pot — The amount of opponent players is correctly obtained.
• Players seated — Correctly identifies if a player is occupies a "chair".
• Players in game — Correctly identifies if a player is currently in game.
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Figure 5.2: PBot log
• Own player cards — Detects correctly bot own cards.
• Own player pot — Detects correctly bot own pot size.
• Action buttons — Correctly detects the presence of Fold/Check/Call/Raise/All-in
buttons and Swag controls.
5.2 OpenHoldem & PBot interaction
OpenHoldem communication with PBot is processed with a TCP/IP connection. TCP
connection reliability doesn’t make expectable that communication errors are encoun-
tered. The PBot server during development was tested with four client connections and
no error was noticed. OpenHoldem, through the User.dll, successfully sent and received
information related to Poker play. Due to OpenHoldem information gathering and the pro-
cess that passes it to User.dll not being completely error prone some cases of unreliable
information was detect in PBot records of operation. A log record with bad information is
identified in the figure 5.2. In the case identified PBot fallback to a default action because
it lacked the relative position information.
The error showed in figure 5.2 was not recurrent and OpenHoldem showed capable
of table scrapping correctly. OH and the User.dll also were capable of executing PBot
decisions. Only when for some reason AutoPlayer couldn’t detect the correct control, the
call button for example, it would fall back on folding.
5.3 PostgreSQL integration
Regarding the Postgres integration it was not possible to test the efficiency of the case
recall solution in the presence of a huge volume of cases but it was successful test that it
would retrieve the few cases present in less than one second (log time precision limited).




PBot capacity of play was test in PokerTH and also briefly in NoiQPoker. PokerTH was
the software privileged because on the same interface PokerTH also allows to play solo
games against simple bots. This was preferred to human players because it made possible
much faster tests. The first tests were intended to evaluate if PBot was capable of playing
and consequent tests to provide simple considerations about how it plays.
Testing with PokerTH proved successful. PBot was capable of make decisions in its
core and these being carried out by OpenHoldem. No problem was detected with the play
of the bot in PokerTH against human and bots opponents. The tests with NoiQPoker were
similar although few.
Although only simpler tests were taken it was detected a tendency in PBot play. With
an empty case base, it always started to play taking few risks according its default decision
mechanism. When the first’s cases of folding, or bet losses, were recorded automatically
PBot started to fold most of the hands. Even good hands were fold at this stage. It’s
argued that this was due to a bad selection process of similar cases.
5.5 Conclusions
This chapter exhibits the tests taken to evaluate this dissertation choices and the imple-
mentation of PBot.
PBot is considered able to interact with different poker software to play poker through
OpenHoldem. OpenHoldem successfully reads the table information and is able to send
poker play decisions to the poker software. The interaction between OpenHoldem and
PBot, required for a successful implementation of this bot, is considered to be functional.
Case-based reasoning steps implementation could not be well evaluated as it was pos-
sible to test with a relevant number of played hands so simple tests and their results eval-
uation was perform. The case store and recall does not provide bad expectations in a
complete test of these functionalities. Case reuse and revise although simple exposes a
working implementation of case-based reasoning use.
The poker software interaction is considerable successful but a complete test on the
reason process and the surrounding choices taken is still need even if the current imple-
mentation is a working example of the case-based reasoning methodology.
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Conclusions and Future Work
The goal of this work was to create a Poker agent that could play poker by itself and could
evolve in time and through the chapters the process of developing this bot was described.
First to better comprehend the domain an analysis of poker and comprehensive de-
scription of poker was performed. The in depth description of poker is vital because of
the variations of the game that exist today. All this variations have characteristics that
change completely or totally the way poker is played. Texas Hold’em No Limit was
taken as a challenge to extend the previous poker agents approach to the No Limit betting
rules. Because is more challenging and provides a better quality feedback mechanism
PBot was also meant to play against humans, which still are the better players in Poker
Texas Hold’em No Limit.
All Artificial Intelligence Poker play approaches that were taken before present dis-
advantages and advantages. Some approaches, the ones considered most relevant, were
evaluated briefly to identify this advantages, disadvantages and constrains within them.
One approach in specific was taken in a deeper analyse because it gave the most promis-
ing achievements to the goals with the restrains of this endeavour. This approach was the
Case-Base Reasoning.
With the main abstraction mechanism chosen the implementation design options and
intrinsic specifications were described. The OpenHoldem use and its limitations were
overcome and PBot was able to make betting decisions on the games it participated during
trials. PBot was able to Recall, to Reason, Revise and to Retain the game states.
6.1 Goal achievements & Future Work
Being the main goal proposed by this dissertation the design and development of Poker
bot able to play online and against human opponents, this goal can be said achieved. The
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rationality over the case-based utility to Texas Hold’em No Limit was proven useful to
PBot. There was however some long term goals that were not completely accomplished
that can be achieved in future.
PBot, like any other of its precedents, cannot be considered a complete work but
rather a step into the future. It lacks some functionality and has not yet proven to be a
winner. The rationality of Case-Based Reasoning exposes that if PBot plays against good
opposition it can learn from losing and winning against them to become a better player
because of its memory use. PBot should then be tested increasingly with better opponents
to test this idea and solve any problems encountered in the way.
The PBot project and development came to give strength to a sentence encountered
when surfing the web about poker bots: "Nothing with this much earning potential is
easy". The Poker world is a vast and it requires many hours to develop a good under-
standing of it. The goals were achieve but not enough development and testing was done
to conclude PBot work. This dissertation should then be considered a step PBot full au-
tonomous. Like it’s said by some, Poker was meant to be better understood while playing
and PBot is waiting to play against the best.
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Glossary of Poker Terms
This appendix provides a description of the Poker terms used in this dissertation and some
others. Glossary adjusted from [dCM08].
• All-in — To have one’s entire stake committed to the current pot. Action continues
toward a side pot, with the all-in player being eligible to win only the main pot.
• Bet — To make the first wager of a betting round (compare raise).
• Bet for Value — To bet with the expectation of winning if called (compare bluff).
• Big Bet — The largest bet size in Limit poker (e.g., $20 in $10-$20 Hold’em).
• Big Blind (sometimes called the Large Blind) — A forced bet made before the
deal of the cards (e.g., $10 in $10-$20 Hold’em, posted by the second player to the
left of the button).
• Blind — A forced bet made before the deal of the cards (see small blind and big
blind).
• Bluff — To play a weak hand as though it were strong, with the expectation of
losing if called (see also semi-bluff and pure bluff , compare bet for value).
• Board (or Board Cards) — The community cards shared by all players.
• Call — To match the current level of betting. If the current level of betting is zero,
the term check is preferred.
• Cap — (a) The maximum number of raises permitted in any single round of betting
(typically four in Limit Hold’em, but occasionally unlimited). (b) (vt) To make the
last permitted raise in the current betting round (e.g., after a bet, raise, and re-raise,
a player caps the betting).
• Check — To decline to make the rst wager of a betting round (compare call).
• Check-Raise — To check on the rst action, with the intention of raising in the same
betting round after an opponent bets.
• Community Cards — The public cards shared by all players.
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• Draw — A holding with high potential to make a strong hand, such as a straight
draw or a flush draw (compare made hand).
• Equity (or Pot Equity) — An estimate of the expected value income from a hand
that accounts for future chance outcomes, and may or may not account for the effects
of future betting (e.g., all-in equity).
• Flop — The first three community cards dealt in Hold’em, followed by the second
betting round (compare board).
• Fold — To discard a hand instead of matching the outstanding bet, thereby losing
any chance of winning the pot.
• Fold Equity — The equity gained by a player when an opponent folds. In particu-
lar, the positive equity gained despite the fact that the opponent’s fold was entirely
correct.
• Game Theory — Among serious poker players, game theory normally pertains
to the optimal calling frequency (in response to a possible bluff), or the optimal
bluffing frequency. Both depend only on the size of the bet in relation to the size of
the pot.
• Hand — (a) A player’s private cards (e.g., two hole cards in Hold’em). (b) One
complete game of poker.
• Heads-up — A two-player (head-to-head) poker game.
• Hole Card — A private card in poker (Texas Hold’em, Omaha, 7-Stud, etc.).
• Kicker — A side card, often deciding the winner when two hands are otherwise
tied (e.g., a player holding Q-J when the board is Q-7-4 has top pair with a Jack
kicker).
• Large Blind (usually called the Big Blind) — A forced bet made before the deal
of the cards (e.g., $10 in $10-$20 Hold’em, posted by the second player to the left
of the button).
• Mixed Strategy — Handling a particular type of situation in more than one way,
such as to sometimes call, and sometimes raise.
• Offsuit — Two cards of different suits (also called unsuited, compare suited).
• Open-Ended Draw — A draw to a straight with eight cards to make the straight,
such as 6-5 with a board of Q-7-4 in Hold’em.
• Outs — Cards that will improve a hand to a probable winner (compare draw).
• Pocket Pair — Two cards of the same rank, such as 6-6. More likely to make three
of a kind than other combinations (see set).
• Post-flop — The actions after the flop in Texas Hold’em, including the turn and
river cards interleaved with the three betting rounds, and ending with the showdown.
• Pot — The common pool of all collected wagers during a game.
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• Pot Equity (or simply Equity) — An estimate of the expected value income from
a hand that accounts for future chance outcomes, and may or may not account for
the effects of future betting (e.g., all-in equity).
• Pre-flop — The first round of betting in Texas Hold’em before the flop, beginning
with the posting of the blinds and the dealing of the private hole cards.
• Pure bluff — A bluff with a hand that can only win if the opponent folds (compare
semi-bluff ).
• Raise — To increase the current level of betting. If the current level of betting is
zero, the term bet is preferred.
• Rake — A portion of the pot withheld by the casino or host of a poker game,
typically a percentage of the pot up to some maximum, such as 5
• Re-raise — To increase to the third level of betting after a bet and a raise.
• River — The fifth community card dealt in Hold’em, followed by the fourth (and
final) betting round.
• Semi-bluff — A bluff when there are still cards to be dealt, with a hand that might
be the best, or that has a reasonable chance of improving to the best if it is called
(compare pure bluff ).
• Second pair — Matching the second highest community card in Hold’em, such as
having 7-6 with a board of Q-7-4.
• Session — A series of games, typically lasting several hours in length.
• Set — Three of a kind, formed with a pocket pair and one card of matching rank
on the board. A very powerful and well-disguised hand (compare trips).
• Short-handed Game — A game with less than the full complement of players,
such as a Texas Hold’em game with ve or fewer players.
• Showdown — The revealing of cards at the end of a game to determine the winner.
• Side pot — A second pot for the remaining active players after another player is
all-in.
• Small Bet — The smallest bet size in Limit poker (e.g., $10 in $10-$20 Hold’em).
• Small Blind — A forced bet made before the deal of the cards (e.g., $5 in $10-$20
Hold’em, posted by the first player to the left of the button).
• Smooth-call — To only call a bet instead of raising with a strong hand, for purposes
of deception (as in a slow-play).
• Suited — Two cards of the same suit, such as both Hearts. More likely to make a
flush than other combinations (compare offsuit or unsuited).
• Tight Player — A player who usually folds unless the situation is clearly profitable
(e.g., one who folds most hands before the flop in Hold’em).
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• Top Pair — Matching the highest community card in Hold’em, such as having Q-J
with a board of Q-7-4.
• Trap — To play a strong hand as though it were weak, hoping to lure a weaker
hand into betting. Usually a check-raise, or a slow-play.
• Turn — The fourth community card dealt in Hold’em, followed by the third betting
round.
• Unsuited — Two cards of different suits (also called offsuit, compare suited).
• Value Bet — To bet with the expectation of winning if called (compare bluff ).




169 Hole Cards Rank
Hole cards rank, taken from OpenHoldem Manual.
Number o f o p p o n e n t s on t h e X a x i s , hand rank (1 i s b e s t ) on t h e Y a x i s
−−− −−9−−−−−−− −−8−−−−−−− −−7−−−−−−− −−6−−−−−−− −−5−−−−−−− −−−
1 ∗AAo∗− 12 ∗AAo∗− 12 ∗AAo∗− 12 ∗AAo∗− 12 ∗AAo∗− 12 1
2 ∗KKo∗− 24 ∗KKo∗− 24 ∗KKo∗− 24 ∗KKo∗− 24 ∗KKo∗− 24 2
3 ∗QQo∗− 36 ∗QQo∗− 36 ∗QQo∗− 36 ∗QQo∗− 36 ∗QQo∗− 36 3
4 ∗AKs∗− 44 ∗AKs∗− 44 ∗ J J o∗− 48 ∗ J J o∗− 48 ∗ J J o∗− 48 4
5 ∗ J J o∗− 56 ∗ J J o∗− 56 ∗AKs∗− 56 ∗AKs∗− 56 ∗AKs∗− 56 5
6 ∗AQs∗− 64 ∗AQs∗− 64 ∗AQs∗− 64 ∗AQs∗− 64 ∗TTo∗− 68 6
7 ∗KQs∗− 72 ∗KQs∗− 72 ∗KQs∗− 72 ∗TTo∗− 76 ∗AQs∗− 76 7
8 ∗AJs∗− 80 ∗AJs∗− 80 ∗TTo∗− 84 ∗KQs∗− 84 ∗KQs∗− 84 8
9 ∗TTo∗− 92 ∗TTo∗− 92 ∗AJs∗− 92 ∗AJs∗− 92 ∗AKo∗− 108 9
10 ∗KJs∗− 100 ∗AKo∗− 116 ∗AKo∗− 116 ∗AKo∗− 116 ∗AJs∗− 116 10
11 ∗AKo∗− 124 ∗KJs∗− 124 ∗KJs∗− 124 ∗KJs∗− 124 ∗99o∗− 128 11
12 ∗ATs∗− 132 ∗ATs∗− 132 ∗ATs∗− 132 ∗ATs∗− 132 ∗KJs∗− 136 12
13 ∗QJs∗− 140 ∗QJs∗− 140 ∗QJs∗− 140 ∗QJs∗− 140 ∗ATs∗− 144 13
14 ∗KTs∗− 148 ∗KTs∗− 148 ∗KTs∗− 148 ∗99o∗− 152 ∗QJs∗− 152 14
15 ∗QTs∗− 156 ∗QTs∗− 156 ∗99o∗− 160 ∗KTs∗− 160 ∗AQo∗− 176 15
16 ∗ JTs∗− 164 ∗99o∗− 168 ∗QTs∗− 168 ∗AQo∗− 184 ∗KTs∗− 184 16
17 ∗99o∗− 176 ∗ JTs∗− 176 ∗AQo∗− 192 ∗QTs∗− 192 ∗KQo∗− 208 17
18 ∗AQo − 200 ∗AQo∗− 200 ∗ JTs∗− 200 ∗ JTs∗− 200 ∗QTs∗− 216 18
19 ∗A9s − 208 ∗KQo − 224 ∗KQo∗− 224 ∗KQo∗− 224 ∗88o∗− 228 19
20 ∗KQo − 232 ∗A9s − 232 ∗A9s∗− 232 ∗88o∗− 236 ∗ JTs∗− 236 20
21 ∗88o − 244 ∗88o − 244 ∗88o∗− 244 ∗A9s∗− 244 ∗AJo∗− 260 21
22 ∗K9s − 252 ∗K9s − 252 ∗AJo − 268 ∗AJo∗− 268 ∗A9s∗− 268 22
23 ∗T9s − 260 ∗T9s − 260 ∗K9s − 276 ∗K9s∗− 276 ∗KJo∗− 292 23
24 A8s − 268 ∗AJo − 284 ∗A8s − 284 ∗KJo − 300 ∗K9s∗− 300 24
25 J 9 s − 276 ∗A8s − 292 ∗T9s − 292 ∗A8s − 308 ∗A8s∗− 308 25
26 Q9s − 284 J 9 s − 300 ∗KJo − 316 ∗Q9s − 316 ∗QJo∗− 332 26
27 77o − 296 Q9s − 308 ∗Q9s − 324 ∗QJo − 340 ∗ATo − 356 27
28 AJo − 320 KJo − 332 J 9 s − 332 ∗T9s − 348 ∗77o − 368 28
29 A5s − 328 77o − 344 QJo − 356 ∗ J 9 s − 356 ∗Q9s − 376 29
30 A7s − 336 A5s − 352 77o − 368 ATo − 380 ∗T9s − 384 30
31 A4s − 344 A7s − 360 A7s − 376 77o − 392 ∗ J 9 s − 392 31
32 KJo − 368 QJo − 384 A5s − 384 A7s − 400 ∗KTo − 416 32
33 A3s − 376 A4s − 392 ATo − 408 KTo − 424 ∗A7s − 424 33
34 66o − 388 A3s − 400 A4s − 416 A5s − 432 ∗A5s − 432 34
35 A6s − 396 A6s − 408 KTo − 440 A4s − 440 QTo − 456 35
36 QJo − 420 ATo − 432 A6s − 448 QTo − 464 JTo − 480 36
37 K8s − 428 K8s − 440 K8s − 456 K8s − 472 K8s − 488 37
38 A2s − 436 66o − 452 A3s − 464 A6s − 480 A4s − 496 38
39 T8s − 444 A2s − 460 JTo − 488 JTo − 504 A6s − 504 39
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40 98 s − 452 T8s − 468 QTo − 512 A3s − 512 66o − 516 40
41 J 8 s − 460 KTo − 492 66o − 524 66o − 524 A3s − 524 41
42 ATo − 484 98 s − 500 T8s − 532 T8s − 532 Q8s − 532 42
43 Q8s − 492 Q8s − 508 A2s − 540 Q8s − 540 T8s − 540 43
44 55o − 504 J 8 s − 516 Q8s − 548 A2s − 548 K7s − 548 44
45 K7s − 512 JTo − 540 98 s − 556 J 8 s − 556 J 8 s − 556 45
46 JTo − 536 QTo − 564 J 8 s − 564 K7s − 564 98 s − 564 46
47 KTo − 560 K7s − 572 K7s − 572 98 s − 572 A2s − 572 47
48 44o − 572 55o − 584 K6s − 580 K6s − 580 A9o − 596 48
49 33o − 584 87 s − 592 55o − 592 55o − 592 K6s − 604 49
50 22o − 596 K6s − 600 87 s − 600 A9o − 616 K9o − 628 50
51 QTo − 620 44o − 612 K5s − 608 87 s − 624 55o − 640 51
52 87 s − 628 97 s − 620 97 s − 616 K5s − 632 K5s − 648 52
53 K6s − 636 33o − 632 44o − 628 97 s − 640 87 s − 656 53
54 97 s − 644 22o − 644 K4s − 636 Q7s − 648 Q7s − 664 54
55 K5s − 652 K5s − 652 T7s − 644 K4s − 656 A8o − 688 55
56 76 s − 660 T7s − 660 Q7s − 652 T7s − 664 Q9o − 712 56
57 T7s − 668 K4s − 668 J 7 s − 660 K9o − 688 T7s − 720 57
58 K4s − 676 76 s − 676 K3s − 668 J 7 s − 696 97 s − 728 58
59 K3s − 684 Q7s − 684 A9o − 692 K3s − 704 K4s − 736 59
60 Q7s − 692 K3s − 692 76 s − 700 T9o − 728 T9o − 760 60
61 K2s − 700 J 7 s − 700 33o − 712 44o − 740 J 7 s − 768 61
62 J 7 s − 708 K2s − 708 K2s − 720 Q6s − 748 J9o − 792 62
63 86 s − 716 86 s − 716 Q6s − 728 Q9o − 772 K3s − 800 63
64 65 s − 724 65 s − 724 22o − 740 J9o − 796 Q6s − 808 64
65 54 s − 732 Q6s − 732 K9o − 764 K2s − 804 44o − 820 65
66 Q6s − 740 54 s − 740 86 s − 772 76 s − 812 K2s − 828 66
67 75 s − 748 A9o − 764 T9o − 796 A8o − 836 76 s − 836 67
68 Q5s − 756 Q5s − 772 65 s − 804 86 s − 844 Q5s − 844 68
69 96 s − 764 T9o − 796 Q5s − 812 Q5s − 852 A7o − 868 69
70 Q4s − 772 96 s − 804 J9o − 836 33o − 864 86 s − 876 70
71 Q3s − 780 75 s − 812 Q9o − 860 65 s − 872 A5o − 900 71
72 64 s − 788 Q4s − 820 96 s − 868 Q4s − 880 Q4s − 908 72
73 T9o − 812 K9o − 844 54 s − 876 96 s − 888 96 s − 916 73
74 Q2s − 820 J9o − 868 Q4s − 884 22o − 900 T6s − 924 74
75 A9o − 844 Q3s − 876 A8o − 908 T6s − 908 33o − 936 75
76 T6s − 852 64 s − 884 75 s − 916 Q3s − 916 K8o − 960 76
77 53 s − 860 T6s − 892 T6s − 924 A7o − 940 J 6 s − 968 77
78 J 6 s − 868 Q9o − 916 Q3s − 932 J 6 s − 948 65 s − 976 78
79 85 s − 876 Q2s − 924 J 6 s − 940 75 s − 956 Q3s − 984 79
80 J9o − 900 J 6 s − 932 Q2s − 948 54 s − 964 A6o −1008 80
81 K9o − 924 85 s − 940 64 s − 956 Q2s − 972 A4o −1032 81
82 43 s − 932 53 s − 948 85 s − 964 A5o − 996 T8o −1056 82
83 J 5 s − 940 A8o − 972 J 5 s − 972 J 5 s −1004 J 5 s −1064 83
84 Q9o − 964 J 5 s − 980 53 s − 980 K8o −1028 Q8o −1088 84
85 74 s − 972 J 4 s − 988 A7o −1004 85 s −1036 Q2s −1096 85
86 J 4 s − 980 74 s − 996 J 4 s −1012 64 s −1044 75 s −1104 86
87 J 3 s − 988 43 s −1004 A5o −1036 A4o −1068 J8o −1128 87
88 J 2 s − 996 J 3 s −1012 J 3 s −1044 T8o −1092 98o −1152 88
89 95 s −1004 95 s −1020 95 s −1052 J 4 s −1100 54 s −1160 89
90 63 s −1012 J 2 s −1028 74 s −1060 A6o −1124 22o −1172 90
91 A8o −1036 63 s −1036 T8o −1084 98o −1148 A3o −1196 91
92 T5s −1044 T5s −1044 J 2 s −1092 Q8o −1172 K7o −1220 92
93 52 s −1052 A5o −1068 43 s −1100 J8o −1196 J 4 s −1228 93
94 42 s −1060 A7o −1092 A4o −1124 J 3 s −1204 85 s −1236 94
95 T4s −1068 T8o −1116 K8o −1148 53 s −1212 J 3 s −1244 95
96 T3s −1076 T4s −1124 T5s −1156 A3o −1236 64 s −1252 96
97 84 s −1084 98o −1148 98o −1180 95 s −1244 95 s −1260 97
98 98o −1108 T3s −1156 J8o −1204 J 2 s −1252 A2o −1284 98
99 T2s −1116 84 s −1164 T4s −1212 T5s −1260 T5s −1292 99
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100 A5o −1140 52 s −1172 63 s −1220 74 s −1268 J 2 s −1300 100
101 T8o −1164 A4o −1196 A6o −1244 K7o −1292 K6o −1324 101
102 A7o −1188 T2s −1204 A3o −1268 T4s −1300 T4s −1332 102
103 73 s −1196 42 s −1212 Q8o −1292 43 s −1308 53 s −1340 103
104 32 s −1204 K8o −1236 T3s −1300 A2o −1332 74 s −1348 104
105 A4o −1228 A3o −1260 84 s −1308 T3s −1340 87o −1372 105
106 94 s −1236 J8o −1284 T2s −1316 84 s −1348 T3s −1380 106
107 93 s −1244 A6o −1308 52 s −1324 63 s −1356 97o −1404 107
108 62 s −1252 73 s −1316 A2o −1348 T2s −1364 43 s −1412 108
109 A3o −1276 Q8o −1340 K7o −1372 87o −1388 T7o −1436 109
110 K8o −1300 94 s −1348 42 s −1380 K6o −1412 T2s −1444 110
111 J8o −1324 32 s −1356 87o −1404 52 s −1420 84 s −1452 111
112 92 s −1332 93 s −1364 94 s −1412 94 s −1428 K5o −1476 112
113 A6o −1356 A2o −1388 73 s −1420 97o −1452 Q7o −1500 113
114 87o −1380 87o −1412 93 s −1428 93 s −1460 63 s −1508 114
115 Q8o −1404 92 s −1420 92 s −1436 73 s −1468 J7o −1532 115
116 83 s −1412 62 s −1428 32 s −1444 42 s −1476 94 s −1540 116
117 A2o −1436 K7o −1452 97o −1468 T7o −1500 K4o −1564 117
118 82 s −1444 83 s −1460 K6o −1492 K5o −1524 93 s −1572 118
119 97o −1468 97o −1484 62 s −1500 92 s −1532 52 s −1580 119
120 72 s −1476 82 s −1492 83 s −1508 Q7o −1556 73 s −1588 120
121 K7o −1500 76o −1516 T7o −1532 J7o −1580 Q6o −1612 121
122 76o −1524 72 s −1524 82 s −1540 32 s −1588 76o −1636 122
123 T7o −1548 K6o −1548 76o −1564 76o −1612 92 s −1644 123
124 65o −1572 T7o −1572 K5o −1588 83 s −1620 K3o −1668 124
125 K6o −1596 65o −1596 J7o −1612 62 s −1628 42 s −1676 125
126 86o −1620 K5o −1620 72 s −1620 K4o −1652 86o −1700 126
127 54o −1644 86o −1644 Q7o −1644 82 s −1660 83 s −1708 127
128 K5o −1668 J7o −1668 K4o −1668 86o −1684 K2o −1732 128
129 J7o −1692 54o −1692 86o −1692 Q6o −1708 Q5o −1756 129
130 Q7o −1716 Q7o −1716 65o −1716 K3o −1732 82 s −1764 130
131 75o −1740 K4o −1740 K3o −1740 72 s −1740 62 s −1772 131
132 K4o −1764 K3o −1764 Q6o −1764 K2o −1764 32 s −1780 132
133 K3o −1788 75o −1788 K2o −1788 65o −1788 96o −1804 133
134 96o −1812 K2o −1812 54o −1812 96o −1812 65o −1828 134
135 64o −1836 Q6o −1836 96o −1836 Q5o −1836 T6o −1852 135
136 K2o −1860 96o −1860 75o −1860 54o −1860 Q4o −1876 136
137 53o −1884 64o −1884 Q5o −1884 T6o −1884 J6o −1900 137
138 Q6o −1908 Q5o −1908 T6o −1908 75o −1908 72 s −1908 138
139 85o −1932 T6o −1932 Q4o −1932 Q4o −1932 75o −1932 139
140 T6o −1956 53o −1956 64o −1956 J6o −1956 Q3o −1956 140
141 Q5o −1980 Q4o −1980 J6o −1980 Q3o −1980 54o −1980 141
142 43o −2004 85o −2004 Q3o −2004 Q2o −2004 J5o −2004 142
143 Q4o −2028 J6o −2028 85o −2028 85o −2028 Q2o −2028 143
144 Q3o −2052 Q3o −2052 53o −2052 64o −2052 85o −2052 144
145 74o −2076 Q2o −2076 Q2o −2076 J5o −2076 J4o −2076 145
146 Q2o −2100 43o −2100 J5o −2100 53o −2100 64o −2100 146
147 J6o −2124 74o −2124 74o −2124 J4o −2124 95o −2124 147
148 63o −2148 J5o −2148 43o −2148 95o −2148 J3o −2148 148
149 J5o −2172 J4o −2172 J4o −2172 J3o −2172 T5o −2172 149
150 95o −2196 95o −2196 95o −2196 74o −2196 53o −2196 150
151 52o −2220 63o −2220 J3o −2220 T5o −2220 J2o −2220 151
152 J4o −2244 J3o −2244 J2o −2244 43o −2244 74o −2244 152
153 42o −2268 J2o −2268 63o −2268 J2o −2268 T4o −2268 153
154 J3o −2292 52o −2292 T5o −2292 T4o −2292 43o −2292 154
155 J2o −2316 T5o −2316 52o −2316 63o −2316 T3o −2316 155
156 84o −2340 84o −2340 T4o −2340 T3o −2340 84o −2340 156
157 T5o −2364 42o −2364 84o −2364 84o −2364 63o −2364 157
158 32o −2388 T4o −2388 T3o −2388 52o −2388 T2o −2388 158
159 T4o −2412 T3o −2412 42o −2412 T2o −2412 94o −2412 159
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160 T3o −2436 32o −2436 T2o −2436 94o −2436 52o −2436 160
161 73o −2460 T2o −2460 73o −2460 42o −2460 93o −2460 161
162 T2o −2484 73o −2484 94o −2484 73o −2484 73o −2484 162
163 62o −2508 94o −2508 32o −2508 93o −2508 42o −2508 163
164 94o −2532 62o −2532 93o −2532 92o −2532 92o −2532 164
165 93o −2556 93o −2556 62o −2556 32o −2556 83o −2556 165
166 92o −2580 92o −2580 92o −2580 83o −2580 62o −2580 166
167 83o −2604 83o −2604 83o −2604 62o −2604 32o −2604 167
168 82o −2628 82o −2628 82o −2628 82o −2628 82o −2628 168
169 72o −2652 72o −2652 72o −2652 72o −2652 72o −2652 169
−−− −−9−−−−−−− −−8−−−−−−− −−7−−−−−−− −−6−−−−−−− −−5−−−−−−− −−−
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